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Shannon Vallor (Edinburgh U) : "The Digital Basanos: AI and the Virtue and Violence of Truth-Telling"

Alberto Termine & Alessandro Facchini (U Milano/IDSIA) Towards a Taxonomy of Pragmatic 
Opacity for the XAI Practitioner

Olle Häggström (Chalmers U) Artificial general intelligence and the common sense argument

Juan Duran (TU Delft) Trusting the output of black-box algorithms: A survery on computational 
reliabilism

Michael Cannon (TU Eindhoven) An Enactive Approach to Value Alignment in Artificial 
Intelligence

Tom Sterkenburg (LMU Munich) Undecidability in machine learning: What does it tell us? Leonhard Kerkeling (Ruhr U Bochum) Matthew Liao’s Approach of Ascribing Moral Status to AI 
Systems – Overview and Problems

Michael Levin (Tufts U): "Intelligence beyond the brain: basal cognition of life in diverse problem spaces inspiration for AI"

Hajo Greif (TU Warsaw) Models, Algorithms, and the Subjects of Transparency Fabio Tollon (U Bielefeld) Unpredictable Futures: Why, and How, we are Responsible for AI

Laura Crompton (U Vienna) The problem of AI influence Lydia Farina (U Nottigham) Artificial Intelligence Systems, Responsibility and Agential Self-
Awareness

Jiri Wiedermann & Jan van Leeuwen (CAS, Prague) Validating Non-trivial Semantic Properties 
of Robots

Andras Kornai (TU Budapest) Deception by default

Alice Helliwell (U Kent) The Ethics of AI-Generated Artworks Guido Loehr (TU Eindhoven) Robot rights, grounded

DAY 1



Artificial general intelligence & the commonsense 
argument

BUT THE RELEVANT QUESTION IS NOT 
When AI exceed us in all cognitive domains?

à RATHER à
When will AI exceed us in enough domains to 

be better than us at control of the world?

e.g., language natural processing is a substantial 
part …

2 REASONS REGARDING BEING RELAXED ABOUT THE WIENER-TURING WARNING

DANGER 
If we cannot intervene anymore à we are at the mercy of 

the purposes of AI

We should be sure that the purpose of AI  is really what we 
want!



An Enactive Approach to Value Alignment in 
Artificial Intelligence

Value al

VALUE ALIGNMENT: 
How do we make relevant for AI what is relevant 

for humans?

ANSWER: 
Make AI ontologically similar to humans 

What defines what is relevant & not?

ENACTIVE VALUE 
ALIGNMENT



Matthew Liao’s Approach of Ascribing Moral Status 
to AI Systems – Overview and Problems

3 OBJECTIONS

physical basis

moral status



Intelligence beyond the brain: 
basal cognition of life in diverse problem spaces inspiration for AI

cognition 
outside the brain

unconventional 
intelligence

bioelectricity as 
cognitive binder

synthetic model systems
• dynamic, robust anatomical

control = collective intelligence
of cell swarms & we are now
learning to read & write its 
medium



Unpredictable Futures: 
Why, and How, we are Responsible for AI

AI SYSTEMS DO NOT CREATE A UNIQUE GAP 
IN FORWARD-LOCKING RESPONSIBILITY



Artificial Intelligence Systems, Responsibility and 
Agential Self-Awareness

self-representation à
having a self à minimal self
with or without consciousness?



Robot rights, grounded

THE WRONG KINDS OF RIGHTS ARE DISCUSSED

RIGHTS/OBLIGATION TALK IS NOT MISAPPLIED IN THE CASE OF ROBOTS WITH ATTITUDE
• function of rights/obligation talk  à makes conditions for cooperation conditions explicit

à robots can make explicit what their conditions for cooperation are to us

RIGHTS IN COOPERATIONS WITH ROBOTS



DAY 2

Virginia Dignum (Umeå U): Responsible AI: from principles to action

Oliver Buchholz (U Tübingen) A Means-End Account of Explainable Artificial Intelligence Dan Weijers & Nick Munn (U Waikato) Human-AI Friendship: Rejecting the ‘appropriate 
sentimentality’ criterion

Gordana Dodig Crnkovic (Chalmers U) Cognitive Architectures Based on Natural Info-
Computation

Elinor Clark (U Hannover) Decentring the discoverer: Rethinking agent-centred accounts of 
scientific discovery in light of advances in AI

Caterina Moruzzi (U Konstanz) Reaching Out-of-Distribution Generalization Through 
Robustness

Marcel Becker (Radboud U) Dignity in Digital Ethics

Kaisa Kärki (U Helsinki) Autonomy of attention Carina Prunkl (U Oxford) Is there a trade-off between human autonomy and system 
autonomy?

Gualtiero Piccinini (U Missouri, St. Louis) Ontic Pancomputationalism and Computational 
Structuralism

Ralf Stapelfeldt (FU Hagen) Is it likely that you are living in a computer simulation?

Roman Yampolskiy (U Louisville) AI Risk Skepticism

David Papineau (KCL, U London): "A Philosopher's Reactions to GPT-3"



Responsible AI: from principles to action

RESPONSIBLE AI IS LAWFUL, ETHICAL, RELIABLE, BENEFICIAL, VERIFIABLE
ART

EXAMPLES
manipulating, nudging chatbots, accountability of decision-making, power relations, dilemmas …

TRUSTWORTHY AI

CONCLUSIONS

REGULATIONS AND MORE



Human-AI Friendship: Rejecting the ‘appropriate 
sentimentality’ criterion

QUESTIONING PREMISE 1APPROPRIATE SENTIMENTALITY OBJECTION

e.g. Helm (2017);  Fröding & Peterson (2020)



Decentring the discoverer: Rethinking agent-centred 
accounts of scientific discovery in light of advances in AI

COLLECTIVE VIEW OF DISCOVER

AC-ACCOUNT CRITERIA



Is there a trade-off between human autonomy and 
system autonomy?

HUMAN AUTONOMY SYSTEM AUTONOMY

not undermining autonomy undermining autonomy

delegation does not equal 
giving up autonomy
• increasing opportunities 

(autonomous wheelchair)
• increasing reflective 

capacities (decision-
making aids)

online manipulation / 
deception / adaptive 
preference formation / 
surveillance



Is there a trade-off between human autonomy and 
system autonomy?

not undermining autonomy undermining 
autonomy

delegation does not equal giving 
up autonomy
• increasing opportunities 

(autonomous wheelchair)
• increasing reflective capacities 

(decision-making aids)

• online 
manipulation

• deception
• adaptive 

preference 
formation

• surveillance

HUMAN AUTONOMY SYSTEM AUTONOMY

The effective capacity of people to make decision of their 
own that are of practical importance to their lives.

independence from 
human operators

INTERNAL (authentic values / decisions / motivations – no 
manipulation / addiction) Ability to learn

EXTERNAL (freedom & opportunities (no coercion / 
compulsion / existence of opportunities)

Ability to operate 
independently



Is it likely that you are living in a computer 
simulation?

IF one of the 10 background 
assumption does not hold

THEN it is almost likely that we
do not live in a computer 

simulation

BOSTROM’ CLAIM 



A Philosopher's Reactions to GPT-3

GPT-3
• an associationist machine that grasps 

English syntax
• not less linguistically intelligent than 

many people we might meet in the pub 
– rather a lot smarter

• based on next word generation
• a reinforcement-learning system

CHOMSKY (1959) CONTRA SKINNER
• Chomsky’s review of Skinner’s

Verbal Behavior might contain 
compelling arguments that GPT-3 
must be just a silly trick

FODOR (2010) CONTRA DARWIN
• Fodor claims that Darwin is 

not right with regarding the 
mechanism of evolution

POVERTY OF STIMULUS DOES NOT APPLY
• maybe children are born with many of the 

connection weights that GPT-3 has to learn
SPEAKING WITH MEANING
• being embedded in a wider linguistic 

community à using words that have meaning
BEING IN THE WORLD
• restricted to speaking – only aim to guess the 

next word à BUT deep neural nets can have 
other aims (way finding / shopping…)

MODEL-BASED REASONING
• is achieved by representing causal

structures in the world
à Patrick Butlin (2021)
FORMAL EDUCATION
• competence in language can be the

basis for further education
ETHICS & AI
• moral standing is not necessarily

based on being conscious
HUMANS START RATHER DUMBS
• children and GPT-3 can be educated
• eventually even mathematics /

critical thinking / history /
engineering….

REQUIRE COMPOSITIONALLY / PRODUCTIVITY / 
SYSTEMATICITY (Fodor & Pylyshyn)
• BUT unclear whether this must apply to 

the internally way of working

OTHER PHILOSOPHERS


